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Introduction

Innovation creates value for catering
operators by applying new solutions to
meaningful problems. It is crucial to the
continuing success of hospitality. In recent
years, environmental legislation and growing
public concern over plastic waste has put
an increased focus on innovation in product
design, supply chain management and endof-life solutions for single-use food packaging.
As part of its Sustainable Future programme,
Bunzl Catering Supplies is working with
leading suppliers to bring innovation in
sustainable food packaging to its customers in
the catering and hospitality sector.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, innovation
in single-use food packaging is helping
operators mobilise delivery and takeout options, while robust on-site hygiene
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programmes continue to be critical for
customer confidence. As market leader, Bunzl
Catering Supplies ensures catering operators
are equipped with the products they need
to reduce risk and to operate safely and
sustainably.
The Innovate brochure showcases
a collection of material and design
innovation in food packaging and hygiene
solutions from 2020 that meet changing
environmental demands for a sustainable
and profitable future in hospitality.
Delivering value through innovation is a key
driver for profitable growth in hospitality,
we will continue to bring the latest
developments in food packaging to our
customers via the Innovate brand.
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Future Smart™ Fibre cup lids
Made from renewable plant-based materials, Future Smart Fibre Lids are suitable for enjoying hot and cold
beverages and fit a variety of hot and cold paper cups. Made with natural fibres from a mixture of 70%
bagasse and 30% wood, Future Smart Fibre Lids are accepted by existing UK cup recycling schemes.

“

Alternative to traditional plastic lids, made
from fully renewable plant based materials.

Features & benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Made with natural fibres from a mixture of 70%
bagasse and 30% wood fibres
Recyclable via existing UK cup recycling schemes
Suitable for enjoying cold and hot beverages
Round sip hole accommodates a straw
Excellent lid fit for variety of 80 and 90mm rim
diameter paper cups
Unique Huhtamaki design using the best technical
knowhow to ensure perfect functionality

Product codes:
Size

Case

Code

80mm Fibre Lid

1800

B01871

90mm Fibre Lid

1200

B01872

For more information about Huhtamaki Future Smart Fibre cup lids - please contact us today.
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Pause Diamond Impresso double wall hot cups
Take time out to ‘pause’ for coffee with a brand new diamond emboss Impresso hot cup with a Future Smart™
fibre cup lid. A contemporary colour palette and design, in a mixed sleeve of four, with iconography and QR
code on the cup linked to recycling messaging.
RECYCLE

ME

“

Recyclable ‘pause’ stock design
in a mixed sleeve of 4 colours.

Features & benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Made in the UK
100% PEFC certified paperboard
Recyclable via growing infrastructure
Use 25% less material than comparative
cups in the marketplace
Reduced packaging weight
Ergonomic diamond emboss

Product codes:
Size

Case

Code

White
lid

Black
lid

Fibre
lid

8oz

925

B01868

B01306

B01672

B01871

12oz

740

B01869

B01506

B01603

B01872

16oz

620

B01870

B01506

B01603

B01872

Pause Diamond Impresso double wall hot cups are available
for bespoke print - please ask for more information.
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Hot cups with lids
A range of quality hot cups, available in plain or attractive stock designs, with multiple lid options, including
the innovative Future Smart™ fibre cup lid made with natural fibres from a mixture of 70% bagasse and 30%
wood fibres.

Single wall hot cups with lids

Single wall cups to fit 80mm and 90mm lids
Product

Size

Case

Code

White
lid

Black
lid

Specialty design

9oz

1000

Specialty design

12/14oz

1000

Specialty design

16oz

1000

Sipsational
lid

Fibre
lid

B01858

B01306

B01860

B01506

B01672

-

B01871

B01603

B05115

B01861

B01506

B01872

B01603

B05115

B01872

Double wall hot cups with lids

Double wall cups to fit 80mm and 90mm lids
Product

Size

Case

Code

White
lid

Black
lid

Sipsational
lid

Fibre
lid

Enjoy design

8oz

875

B01775

B01306

B01672

-

B01871

Enjoy design

12oz

Enjoy design

16oz

680

B01776

B01506

B01603

B05115

B01872

560

B01777

B01506

B01603

B05115

Natural plain

B01872

8oz

925

B01752

B01306

B01672

-

B01871

Natural plain

12oz

740

B01750

B01506

B01603

B05115

B01872

Natural plain

16oz

620

B01748

B01506

B01603

B05115

B01872

For more information about hot and cold cup with lid options - please contact us today.
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Beverage On The Move® drinks carrier
A one-handed solution for carrying up to 8 cups of coffee - making it simple to safely transport beverages
on the move. The kraft Beverage On The Move drinks carrier keeps hot drinks and soups warm for up to 2
hours and is also suitable for cold beverages like iced tea and juices. The clever Pop, Fill & Go® technology
allows the flat-packed carrier to be assembled in seconds to facilitate quick and sanitary filling.

“

Safely carries up to 8 cups of hot or
cold liquids without a risk of spillage.

Specifications:

•
•
•
•

Features & benefits:

Dimension: 24 x 17 x 16cm
Capacity: 5 pints of liquid (2.8 litres)
Holds liquids up to a maximum
temperature of 90 degrees
Kraft cardboard outer with metallized
plastic bag inner

•
•
•
•
•

Made from FSC certified recycled board
Secure locking means beverages are
transported with less risk of spills
Flat packed for easy storage on site
Quick and simple assembly
Dispensing to the very last drop

Kraft Collection

A simple way to transport bulk beverages safely and without spills.
information about the Beverage On The Move
carrying 8 cups of coffee.
drinks carrier - please contact us today.

A simple, one-handed solution
Forformore

- Keeps beverages hot for up to 2 hours.
- Suitable for hot and cold liquids
Website:
www.bunzlcatering.co.uk
(soup, juices, iced teas, etc.).
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The Cheeky Panda bamboo straws
The Environmental Protection Regulations 2020 have restricted the use of plastic straws in England. Bamboo
paper straws provide an innovative alternative to plastic straws from a naturally sustainable source. Strong and
durable, bamboo paper straws retain their shape and do not go soggy in liquid.

“

Seven attractive colours and
designs: plain, striped and
multicoloured.

Features & benefits:

Product codes:

Product

Dimension

Case

White plain

6 x 200mm

250

Black plain

6 x 200mm

250

Black and white stripe

6 x 200mm

250

Blue and white stripe

6 x 200mm

250

Green and white stripe

6 x 200mm

250

Red and white stripe

6 x 200mm

250

Multicoloured

6 x 200mm

100

•
•
•
•
•

Made from sustainable bamboo
FSC certified
Vegan certified by The Vegan Society
BRC grade A certified
Strong and do not go soggy

For more information about The Cheeky Panda bamboo paper straws
as an alternative to plastic straws - please contact us today.
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BePulp meal boxes with hinged fold and click lid
Made from renewable resources and Home OK Compost certified by TUV Austria EN13432, BePulp meal
boxes have an innovative fold and click lid concept that prevents leaks and spills and makes them easy to
stack, fill, fold and close. Ideal for the booming take-out and home delivery market.
COMPOS
T

ME

“

Innovative and unique fold
and click lid locking concept
avoids leaks and spills and
ensures secure transport for
take-out and home delivery.

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•

Product codes:

•

Product

Size

Dimension

Case

Square

500ml

13 x 13 x 7cm

300

Rectangular

750ml

17 x 13 x 7cm

200

Rectangular

1000ml

21 x 15 x 5cm

150

21 x 15 x 5cm

150

2-compartment 800ml

•

Made from renewable resources
Home OK Compost certified
One-piece stackable solution, easy to fill, fold
and close, enabling time and space saving
High quality materials and design for
durability and strength
Practical and secure on the go food
packaging solution
Microwavable up to 3 minutes for all types of
food

BePulp on the go meal boxes with hinged fold and click lids are ideal for take-out
and home delivery - for more information please contact us today.
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BePulp Buddha bowls and lids
Made from renewable resources, certified EN13432 compostable and certified Home OK Compost by TUV
Austria, BePulp Buddha bowls come with Pulp and rPET lid options. Perfect for serving a variety of stylish cold
food dishes, BePulp Buddha bowls meet consumer demand for environmentally responsible food packaging.

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bases are Home OK Compost certified by
TUV Austria EN13432
On-trend bowl shape
Suitable for hot and cold food
Two sizes: 750ml and 1000ml
Pulp and rPET lid options to fit both sizes
rPET lid 100% recycled and recyclable
Perfect lid fit and stackable

“

Compostable food
containers for secure and
sustainable deliveries of
cold food dishes during the
Covid-19 crisis.

COMPOS
T

ME

Product codes:
Size

Dimension

Case

750ml

17 x 6cm

300

1000ml

17 x 7.6cm

300

Pulp lid to fit

17 x 2.6cm

300

rPET lid to fit

17.5 x 2.7cm

300

For more information about BePulp Buddha bowls - please contact us today.
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EnviroWare® PLA lined kraft bowls with lids
Made from kraft paperboard with a protective PLA lining to help prevent leaks, EnviroWare bowls and lids
come with two lid options - a clear PLA lid for cold food and a kraft paperboard vented lid for hot food.

COMPOS
T

ME

“

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Compostable to EN13432 in
commercial composting facilities
Bowl and kraft lid FSC certified
paperboard
Two secure lid options
Suitable for hot and cold foods
Leak and grease resistant

Highly versatile kraft bowls with
two secure lid options to protect
hot and cold food on the go.
Kraft paperboard
vented lid

Clear PLA lid

Product codes:
Size

Dimension

Case

Kraft
bowl

Kraft
lid

PLA
lid

500ml

150 x 45mm

300

B05455

B05458

B05459

750ml

150 x 60mm

300

B05456

B05458

B05459

1000ml

150 x 78mm

300

B05457

B05458

B05459

1300ml

185 x 66mm

300

B05460

B05461

Kraft PLA lined bowl

EnviroWare PLA lined kraft bowls are available for
bespoke print - please ask for more information.
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Simply Kraft multi-food PE lined kraft bowls with PET lids
Simple food packaging with maximum versatility, Simply Kraft multi-food PE lined kraft bowls with PET lids
are perfect for a variety of hot and cold foods on the go, from porridge and risotto to dressed salads.

“

LID

RECYCLE

Simply Kraft bowls and lids
combine minimal design with
maximum on the go functionality.

ME

Features & benefits:

•
•
•

•

Lid is made from recyclable material
Perfect solution for Home Delivery
Bowl plastic content is less than industry
recommended 5% of pack weight as a
maximum
Suitable for hot and cold foods and liquids

Product codes:
Size

Dimension

Case

PE
bowl

PET
lid

500ml

150 x 61mm

300

B05449

B05450

750ml

168 x 64mm

300

B05451

B05452

1000ml

184 x 65mm

300

B05453

B05454

Simply Kraft multi-food PE lined bowls are available for
bespoke print - please ask for more information.
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Stagione® kraft containers with multiple lid options
With a unique, rectangular, rimmed tray construction with rounded corners, Stagione kraft containers are
manufactured from mixed FSC board (with an on-pack label) and have multiple plug-fit lid options.

“

Stagione kraft containers feature
a same-size-fits-all plug-fit lid in
kraft, rPET and PP options.

Features & benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kraft containers with PP lining
Unique rectangular, rimmed tray construction
with rounded corners
Mixed FSC board with on-pack label
One-size-fits-all plug-fit lid
Kraft (with PP lining), rPET and PP lid options
Available in 3 sizes: 500ml, 750ml and 1000ml
Suitable for hot and cold food

Product codes:
Size

Dimension

Case

500ml

173/152 x 120/100 x 40mm

300

750ml

173/150 x 120/98 x 57mm

300

1000ml

173/146 x 120/94 x 75mm

300

Stagione kraft containers are available for
bespoke print - please ask for more information.
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Zest™ Eco-Packaging salad and deli boxes
The Zest™ Eco-Packaging range is the next generation of sustainable cold food packaging for the hospitality
sector. Sustainably sourced, this range of salad and deli boxes with hinged lids, use the latest materials and
manufacturing techniques to minimise environmental impact.

COMPOS
T

ME

NEW

Cellulose laminated
deli box is suitable
for proteins and
fillings such as
yoghurt and fruit.

“

Features & benefits:

An aqueous water-based coating
on the board provides superior
grease and moisture resistance.

•
•
•

Product codes:

•

Product

Dimension

Case

Code

Large 1000ml

200/180 x 120/100 x 50mm

200

G06716

Deep 900ml

129/95 x 119/85 x 85mm

250

G06717

Medium 825ml

160/140 x 120/100 x 50mm

250

G06718

Small 500ml

135/115 x 90/70 x 50mm

250

G06719

Extra Small 375ml 117/97 x 80/60 x 50mm

250

G06720

Deli 250ml

500

G06721

80/60 x 80/60 x 70mm

•

•
•
•
•

Sustainably sourced materials
Recyclable and commercially
compostable board
Commercially and home compostable
window to EN13432
Cellulose window provides superior
clarity
Aqueous water-based coating on the
board, for superior grease and moisture
resistance
Board is recyclable when free from food
contamination
Easily removable window
Printed kraft effect
Custom print available

For more information about Zest™ Eco-Packaging - please contact us today.
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kp Infinity™ EPP recyclable food boxes
EPP is a fully recyclable mono-material developed as an innovative alternative to Expanded Polystyrene
(EPS), a material that will be banned in Europe by the EU Single Use Plastics Directive in 2021. The kp Infinity
range has proven to be easily and commercially recyclable through several trials.

RECYCLE

ME

“

In response to market
demand, the kp Infinity™
range now includes a large
HP4 single, 2-compartment
and 3-compartment meal box.

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium look and feel
Resistant to acids, alkalis and hot oils
Water resistant, food safe and hygienic
Versatile, stackable and durable
Keeps food hot, stays cool to touch
Microwaveable

Product codes:
Product

Size

Sustainability:

Cased Code

Large meal box HP4

240 x 414mm

125

H07508

Large 2-comp meal box HP4

240 x 414mm

125

H07507

Large 3-comp meal box HP4

240 x 414mm

125

H07506

Large meal box TT10

241 x 308mm

250

H07472

Large burger box HP6

185 x 145mm

250

H07474

Medium meal box HP2

150 x 150mm

250

H07473

•
•
•
•
•
•

Made in the UK
Fully recyclable mono-material
On-box ‘Recycle Me’ message
Lightweight and energy efficient
Low carbon footprint
Uses less water to manufacture

More sizes in the kp Infinity range will be available in 2021 - please ask for more information.
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Hot Deli Deluxe PP bowls and lid
Hot Deli Deluxe bowls and lid are an excellent choice for displaying and serving all hot and cold foods for
hot display, take-out and delivery. The grey ribbed bases are formed with reduced carbon black pigment to
help improve detectability during recycling. The high clarity lid has a steam vent to prevent excess moisture.

“

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Made in the UK
100% recyclable
Made using 100% renewable energy
One lid fits all
Stackable for secure transit and
optimum storage

In response to market demand,
the Faerch Hot Deli Deluxe
range now includes premium
grey bowls with a high clarity,
one-size-fits-all lid.

RECYCLE

ME

Specifications:
•
•
•
•
•

Premium polypropylene grey bowl with
a high clarity clear lid
650ml bowl dimension: 190x38mm
1000ml bowl dimension: 190x57mm
Suitable for the freezer
Can be used in a microwave

Part of a wider range of elegant Hot Deli Deluxe bases available in a large range
of designs and sizes - please ask for more information.
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Dunicel® XL placemats
Dunicel® XL placemats offer twice the surface coverage compared to traditional 30 x 40cm placemats,
helping customers feel safer by providing a large protective barrier for cutlery and hands. Easy to change
between guests, these single-use extra-large placemats are a convenient way to maintain hygiene and
offer a fresh, soft and welcoming table setting.

Available in 4 contemporary colours:

Cream

Griege

Bordeaux

Black

Features & benefits:

Product codes:
Product

Dimension

Case

Code

Cream

40 x 60 cm

500

D10529

Greige

40 x 60 cm

500

D10530

Bordeaux

40 x 60 cm

500

D10531

Black

40 x 60 cm

500

D10532

•
•
•
•

Improves hygiene and saves time
between table settings
Covers more of the table
Made from soft, smooth and strong
Dunicel® material
Customisable with bespoke printing

Duni XL Placemats are an easy way to help guests feel safe when dining.
For more information about placemats and tableware please contact us.
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Paper cutlery bags
Hospitality operators are making important changes on site to minimise shared touch points. These
attractive paper cutlery bags protect reusable cutlery from hand contamination before use, giving
customers increased confidence that the cutlery is completely clean and safe.

“

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

FSC certified paper
Recyclable
Self-adhesive closure
Open-here perforation
Bespoke print available

Place clean and dry cutlery in the
paper cutlery bag and use the
self-adhesive closure to seal. An
open-here perforation allows the
customer to easily access the cutlery.

RECYCLE

Product codes:

ME

Product

Dimension

Case

Code

Kraft bag

100x260mm

2000

G07540

For more information about paper cutlery bags - please contact us today.
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Social distancing floor stickers
As part of its plan to prevent the spread of Covid-19, the UK Government recommends social distancing.
The guidelines advise people to maintain a 2 metre gap from one another. Operators can help customers
and employees follow this advice with these bold and practical floor stickers and warning tape.

Features & benefits:
• 30cm diameter
• Weather resistant
• Anti-slip varnish
• Removable adhesive
• Durable material
• Sold in packs of 10

“

Red floor stickers with bold
white and yellow instructional
signage help customers and
employees adhere to social
distancing guidelines.

Product

Size

Keep 2M apart floor sticker
Keep a safe distance warning tape

Cased Code

30 x 30cm

10

R02182

48M

1

R02184

For more information on how we can help you implement
social distancing in your operation - please contact us today.
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Cleanline room sanitiser fogger
The Cleanline room sanitiser fogger is an alcohol-based solution and is a single-use, total release aerosol
fogger that has been specially formulated with antibacterial and antiviral active substances offering total
protection and reassurance during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Features & benefits:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Single-use, just click the total-release
valve and it will expel and dissipate
throughout the room within 20 minutes
Suitable for use in clean enviroments
such as front of house areas, guest rooms,
washrooms and vehicles
Ideal for spaces of up to 100 cubic meters,
more than one can be used for larger
spaces
Solution evaporates, leaving surfaces dry
Covers walls, ceilings and out of reach
places and areas usually overlooked or
missed with traditional cleaning methods
Effective against bacteria and enveloped
viruses
Independently tested to European
Standard BS EN 14476, EN 1276 and
EN 1650

“

Cleanline room sanitiser fogger
offers total peace of mind,
disinfecting an area in a matter
of minutes.

Product codes:

Product

Case

Code

Room sanitiser fogger

6x200ml

N08563

For more information about the Cleanline room fogger - please contact us today.
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For more information
or to place an order:
National South
Tel: 0845 301 7607
nationalccsouth@bunzl.co.uk
National North
Tel: 0845 301 7610
nationalccnorth@bunzl.co.uk
Regional
Tel: 0845 604 1454
regional@bunzl.co.uk

MARKET LEADING
PRODUCT INNOVATION
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